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PCMDI comment in EOS concerning climate 
models validity – March 6 2007 

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
This discussion from scientists at PCMDI is in response to Kevin Corbetts comment in « On award to Crichton » EOS 87(43), 464, 2006
PCMDI = Program for Climate Model Diagnosis and Intercomparison. The PCMDI mission is to develop improved methods and tools for the diagnosis and intercomparison of general circulation models that simulate the global climate.�



Kevin Corbett « On award to 
Crichton » EOS 24 October 2006

« Too often now, models are 
taken as data and their results 
taken as facts, when the 
accuracy of the models in 
predicting even short-term 
effects is poor and the 
fundamental validity for most 
climate models is opaque » American Association 

of Petroleum 
Geologists (AAPG)

2006 Journalism 
Award

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
What the K. Corbett (Sequoia Production LLC) discussion piece says:
Critique AGU for publishing in the EOS Forum a discussion from the Council of the American Quaternary Association (AMQUA) attacking the American Association of Petroleum Geologists position on global warming (and their award to Crichton).
Defends the AAPG position, “let the data, all of the data, speak, if you dare”.

The AMQUA cites the results of the April 2006 U. S. Climate Change Science Program report on “Temperature trends in the lower atmosphere: steps for understanding and reconciling differences” to (www.climatescience.gov).

Note on the State of Fear novel:
State of Fear was published in December 2004. The novel received the American Association of Petroleum Geologists (AAPG) 2006 Journalism Award. AAPG Communications director Larry Nation told the New York Times, "It is fiction, but it has the absolute ring of truth." The presentation of this award has been criticized as a promotion of the politics of the oil industry and for blurring the lines between fiction and journalism. After some controversy within the organization, AAPG has since renamed the award the "Geosciences in the Media" Award. 

From the AAPG website, discussing the novel:
« The point to be taken is not whether global warming is in fact occurring, or even whether or not man’s activities are having an effect. The point is that at present we simply don’t know if the earth’s climate is changing. It is even less clear whether any action we can take, no matter how drastic, will make one whit’s worth of difference. The earth has been both much cooler and much warmer many times before in its over six billion year history. Humanity has not even been witness to the vast majority of those events. « �



• “20-year mean statistics for most climate variables simulated by 11 different 
models are similar to observed data on global and continental scales, although 
they do deviate regionally”.

• “The models captured essential features of modes of variability.”

In response to Corbetts “let the data, all of the data, speak, if you dare”: 

Data should not be considered as “reality”
• no truly global data exist prior to modern satellite era (circa 1980),
• disparities between satellite measurements exist, 
• non-trivial variations among in situ instrumental datasets,
• large error in proxy data (e.g. tree rings, ice cores, lake sediments, etc.) 

⇒ climate record is an indispensable resource but with limitations

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
This discussion from scientists at PCMDI is in response to Kevin Corbetts comment in « On award to Crichton » EOS 87(43), 464, 2006
Corbetts cited the results in the May 2006 EOS article from PCMDI entitled ”Coupled Climate Model Appraisal: A Benchmark for Future Studies” and implied it supports its conclusion that climate models are unreliable.

Their main points:
Their 20-year mean statistics for most climate variables simulated by 11 different models are similar to observed data on global and continental scales, although they do deviate regionally (attributed partly to the coarse grid).
The models captured essential features of modes of variability (e.g. el Niño Southern Oscillation). 
Many shortcomings remain
Arguments to Corbetts “let the data, all of the data, speak, if you dare”: Data should not be considered as “reality”  as no truly global data exist prior to modern satellite era (circa 1980), disparities between satellite measurements exist, non-trivial variations among in situ instrumental datasets, large error in proxy data (e.g. tree rings, ice cores, lake sediments, etc.) => climate record is an indispensable resource but with limitations

�



Coupled Climate Model Appraisal: A Benchmark 
for Future Studies EOS May 2006

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
PCMDI goal is to create a benchmark for evaluating model performance.

PCMDI conducted an extensive appraisal of multidecadal climate simulations by 11 coupled OAGCMs (ocean-atm. General circulation models) developed between 1995-2002. The first model was excluded from the results (did not explain why).

These models have different representations of atm., ocean, sea ice, land and their couplings.
Run with current values of solar and greenhouse gas radiative forcings. => provides base for comparison, the idea being that if a model simulation closely replicates the present climate, then one can have more confidence in it.

Comparison based on:
	- century-scale trends in climate time series
		-> to see if any models runs results in climate drifts (none did, data not shown)
	- decadal-scale climatologies of ocean/atmosphere fields in the form of 20-yr statistical means compared to global observations
		-> to measure model performance
	- intra-decadal modes of climatic variability 

�



“The 20-year mean statistics for 
most climate variables simulated by 
11 […] different models were 
similar to observed climatologies on 
global and continental scales, but 
deviated regionally where the 
typically coarse model grid spacing 
was an inherent limitation.”

Decadal-scale climatologies

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
What the figure shows:

Left column: December January February, right column: June July August
1st Line: observations (total precipitations in mm/day)
2nd Line: mean of the results of all 11 models
3rd Line: difference between the two
4th Line: models standard deviation

Notes from author:
Models mean closer to observations than each individual model runs
Magnitudes of large-scale observed patterns are deficient in the tropical convergence zones but excessive in the subtropical eastern oceans
Large intermodel variations in the tropical convergence zones and to some extent in the midlatitude storm tracks


Here only show precipitations results, but also did the simulations for surface temperatures. They found a “fairly good” correlation between mode and observations. At the time the EOS paper was published, the temperature results were submitted to Climate Dynamics but was not published.�



“Did not work in the Arctic 
Ocean where the generally 
poor quality of the simulations 
may have been due to 

- flawed model 
representations of 
heat/salinity transport, 
- vertical mixing,
- the insulating effects of 
sea ice”

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Upper ocean temperatures in the equatorial pacific.

They compared profiles of abyssal temperatures and salinity with Levitus observations.

Qualitative similarities between the two except for the Arctic Ocean where the generally poor quality of the simulations (not shown) may have been due to flawed model representations of heat/salinity transport, vertical mixing, and/or the insulating effects of sea ice
Steepness of temperature gradient is not well represented

�



Intradecadal modes of climatic 
variability

“The models captured 
essential features of modes of 
variability.”

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Modes of climatic variability analyzed:
	Madden-Julian Oscillation
	North Atlantic Oscillation and ENSO

TOP GRAPH
Surface air temperature as computed by 10 models compared to observations (black lines). In grey: 1 standard deviation of the ST in HadISST

BOTTOM GRAPH
Entropy power graph to represent the periodicity of the modes.

Some capture the ward event but not all.�



Corbett or PCMDI?
“Too often now, models 
are taken as data and 
their results taken as 
facts, when the accuracy 
of the models in 
predicting even short- 
term effects is poor and 
the fundamental validity 
for most climate models 
is opaque”

Models do show potential
1) Climate variables can 
be fairly simulated at the 
global and continental 
scales, although they do 
deviate regionally
2) Some models can 
capture essential features 
of modes of variability.

Observations are not 
« reality »



S. Fred Singer « On award to 
Crichton » EOS 24 October 2006

Report summary claim 
“clear evidence” for 
anthropogenic global 
warming, but that the 
“report itself clearly 
contradicts this”.

April 2006 U. S. Climate Change 
Science Program report

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
S. Fred Singer is a Professor Emeritus of Environmental Sciences, University of Virginia, Charlottesville.

What S. Fred Singer discussion piece says:
Condemns the AMQUA critique of the AAPG
“They have not read or understood the cited April 2006 U. S. Climate Change Science Program report.”
Say the report summary claim “clear evidence” for anthropogenic global warming, but that the “report itself clearly contradicts this”.
Specifically, refer to Fig 5.4G of the report “which compares key observations with the calculations of major greenhouse models, shows a considerable disparity”.
State that “even if there were agreement between observed trends and those calculated from greenhouse models, it would not logically constitute ‘proof’ of anthropogenic global warming, but simply make it more plausible”.
States that “the demonstrated disagreement between observations and greenhouse models falsifies the anthropogenic global warming hypothesis and argues convincingly that human effects are minor and that natural factors are the main cause of current warming”�



Tropic trendsGlobal trends

Cites Fig. 5.4G “which compares key observations with the calculations of major 
greenhouse models, shows a considerable disparity […] and falsifies the 
anthropogenic global warming hypothesis”

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Models results are presented in the form of histograms, incl. 49 individual realization using 19 different models.
Vertical red line is the models mean
�



S. Fred Singer « On award to 
Crichton » EOS 24 October 2006

« The obvious disparity 
between the U.S. Climate 
Change Science Program 
report and its summary 
illustrates the common problem 
of relying on a potentially 
distorted summary for policy- 
makers. Perhaps we need a 
policy for summary-makers. »

April 2006 U. S. Climate Change 
Science Program report
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